Abstract. A function has vanishing mean oscillation (VMO) on R n if its mean oscillation|the local average of its pointwise deviation from its mean value|both is uniformly bounded over all cubes within R n and converges to zero with the volume of the cube. The more restrictive class of functions with vanishing lower oscillation (VLO) arises when the mean value is replaced by the minimum value in this de nition. It is shown here that each VMO function is the di erence of two functions in VLO.
Introduction
To s a y that a locally integrable function f on R n has bounded m e an oscillation, f 2 BMO, means that sup Q 1 jQj Z jf(x) ; f Q j dx < 1 (1) where the supremum runs over all cubes Q in R n with edges parallel to the coordinate axes, jQj denotes the measure of Q, a n d f Q is the mean value of f over Q, i.e., f Q = ( 1 =jQj) R Q f. A function f is said to have bounded lower oscillation if the term f Q in (1) can be replaced by inf Q f, the essential in mum 1 The suprema in (1) and (2) are denoted by kfk BMO and kfk BLO , respectively, and when only the cubes Q within a given cube Q 0 are considered, the symbols BMO(Q 0 ) a n d B L O (Q 0 ) will be used.
It is not di cult to see that each BLO function is in BMO in fact, the estimate kfk BMO 2kfk BLO holds. Unlike B M O , h o wever, the set BLO is not stable under multiplication by negative numbers (log jxj is in BLO, but ; log jxj is not), and BLO \ (;BLO) = L 1 , as follows readily from the de nition. On the other hand, Coifman and Rochberg 3] , invoking a rather subtle argument of Carleson, showed that each BMO function can be written as the di erence of two BLO functions, in short:
B
M O = B L O ; BLO:
A w ord of explanation about the terms in the theorem is necessary. To s a y that a BMO function has vanishing mean oscillation means not only that the supremum in (1) is bounded over all cubes, but also that it vanishes in the asymptotic limit of ever smaller scales. In other words, f 2 VMO if both f 2 BMO and 
VLO is a proper subset of VMO: while both p log(1=jxj) and ; p log(1=jxj) are in VMO, only the former is in VLO. Moreover, the portion of VLO that is stable under multiplication by a negative n umber is a familiar space: VLO \ (;VLO) = BUC for when both f and ;f satisfy (4), then f also satis es (3) . What the theorem then says is that VMO = VLO ; VLO: Although the statement of the theorem is a straightforward generalization of that in 3], the proof is not. One essential reason for the di culty is that while L 1 functions are in BLO (and thus in BMO), they are not generally in VMO the characteristic function of the unit interval 0 1] on the line, for example, has mean oscillation 1=2 o ver each i n terval of the form ;r r ], no matter how small r is. This presents a non-trivial obstacle to proving the theorem, because the techniques used 2 In fact, BMO = f log w : 0 w 2 A 2 g and BLO = f log w : 0 w 2 A 1 g, so that the statement BMO = BLO ; BLO is the logarithm of the factorization result A 2 = A 1 =A 1 in 9]. DECOMPOSITION OF VMO 3 to characterize BMO in 3] and the Calderon-Zygmund decomposition as applied in 9] t ypically lead to bounded remainder terms. In the decomposition of BMO, this level of precision su ces and such remainder terms need not be broken down any further on the other hand, if VMO functions are to be decomposed, then attention must be paid not only to the size but also to the smoothness of these remainders. (A similar di culty is encountered when trying to extend VMO functions de ned on a measurable set to all of R n , a s i n 7 ] . )
The method of proof for the VMO theorem stated above is rst to show the result in the dyadic model case, applying ideas used by Jones 9] for the factorization of Muckenhoupt A p weights. Translations of this dyadic result will then be averaged to give the general case, along the lines of of Garnett and Jones 6] . The same combination of techniques was also used by the present author in 12]. There the focus was on showing that each M u c kenhoupt weight with small A p bound|that is, with bound near 1, the bound being xed and valid over all scales|could be factored as a product of suitable powers of two A 1 weights with weight bounds also close to 1. 3 Here, by contrast, the challenge is to decompose a given VMO function|a BMO function whose oscillatory behavior improves over ever smaller scales in an asymptotically optimal manner|as the di erence of two simpler functions that also display this asymptotically optimal improvement. 4 2. At rst, we derive a preliminary result (Lemma 1) valid only on large dyadic scales with the help of a suitably localized iteration procedure, we shall then extend this to the full dyadic version (Lemma 2). Lemma 1. Suppose f 2 BMO dy (Q 0 ). Let be a dyadic scale (i.e., 2 2 ;N ).
Then there exist bounded functions F 1 , G 1 and R 1 , all locally constant 5 on the mesh fQ 1 (f(x) ; f Q1 ) Q1 (x) (x 2 Q 0 ) 3 The sharp result is that a weight with A 2 bound 1 + " can be factored as the quotient o f t wo A 1 weights with bounds 1 + O( p "), as " ! 0 see 12] for details. 4 In the language of asymptotically optimal Muckenhoupt weights (see 11]), the theorem developed in the present paper gives the factorization A 2 as = A 1 as =A 1 as . The statement w 2 A 2 as means both that sup Q w Q (1=w) Q < 1 and that w Q (1=w) Q ! 0 a s(Q) ! 0 the stronger statement w 2 A 1 as arises when the product w Q (1=w) Q is replaced by the ratio w Q = inf Q w. and the estimate kF 1 k BLO dy (Q0) + kG 1 k BLO dy (Q0) + kR 1 k L 1 (Q0) Ckfk BMO(Q0) : (5) The constant C depends only on the dimension n.
The proof uses an iterative Calder on-Zygmund decomposition to single out those cubes on which the mean oscillation of f is large. Note that in this rst lemma only cubes of comparable size enter|here all dyadic Q with edges of length between `(Q 0 ) a n d(Q 0 ) in Lemma 2, the full range of dyadic scales will be considered, and special attention will be paid to how the oscillatory behavior of VMO functions improves as the scale decreases. g. 7 The length of the chain is at least 1 (in the extreme case when no predecessor of Q 1 is selected, so that e Q 1 = Q 0 ) and at most 1 + log 2 (1= ) the actual length varies over the mesh of dyadic subcubes Q 1 within Q 0 of size . Accordingly, all but nitely many of the sets G m 1 are empty, so that the double sum in (9) is actually a sum over only nitely many cubes. How large are the terms in (9)? Maximality in the selection criteria (7) and (8) 
Next, to obtain suitable dyadic BLO summands of f, split the double sum in (9) according to the sign of the di erence f Q ; f e and (G 1 ) Q C Q + inf Q G 1 : (16) To p r o ve this we n o w consider three cases.
Case I: The initial cube. We rst verify (15) in the case when Q = Q 0 , the original cube. In this case, inf Q F 1 = 0, for the choice of the height 1 in the stoppingtime argument de ning the selection procedure (7) ensures that the set Q 0 n 1 1 has positive measure see (12) . Since R Q F 1 = R 1 0 jE t j dt with E t = fx 2 Q : F 1 (x) > t g, estimating the dyadic VLO bound of F 1 then reduces to estimating the measure of the set E t . But condition (10) ensures that E t 1 1 , w h e n 0 t < 2, and, in general, that E t k 1 , when k 2 N and 2(k ; 1) t < 2k. Thus, by (12) Case III: Cubes with no large jump in the mean. In Case I, we considered Q 0 in Case II, we treated those dyadic cubes Q within Q 0 (of length exceeding ) for which f Q ; f e Q > 1. To handle the remaining case e ciently, a bit of further notation is helpful. Recall that, for each proper dyadic subcube Q of Q 0 with`(Q) , the When a function has (dyadic) vanishing mean oscillation, then we can apply the previous lemma in an iterative w ay that takes advantage of the function's improved behavior at small scales. This is the essence of the next result. Proof. As above, let kfk BMO dy (Q0) = 2 ;n . Since f 2 VMO dy (Q 0 ), we c a n nd a strictly decreasing sequence of dyadic scales on which the mean oscillation of f vanishes exponentially fast that is, set 0 =`(Q 0 ) a n d c hoose f j g j2N 2 ;N such that both j+1 < j (hence j ! 0 a s j ! 1 ) a n d 1 jQj Z Q jf(x) ; f Q j dx 2 ;n;j (Q 2 D (Q 0 ) (Q) j ):
Further, let Q j (x) denote the dyadic subcube of Q 0 that contains x and has edgelength j t h e n fQ j (x) : x 2 Q 0 g is a family of non-overlapping, congruent subcubes whose union is Q 0 , a n d Q j (x) ! f xg as j ! 1 for a.e. x. (When no confusion can arise, we shall simply write Q j for Q j (x).)
The previous lemma (with = 1 = 0 ) gives rise to the decomposition
as well as to a suitable estimate on the terms The functions F j , G j , a n d R j so obtained 10 are all locally constant on the mesh of dyadic subcubes of Q 0 of size j . On account of (5) and (19) they also satisfy the estimate kF j k BLO dy (Qj;1) + kG j k BLO dy (Qj;1) + kR j k L 1 (Qj;1) C2 ;j : (20) uniformly on all dyadic subcubes Q j;1 within Q 0 of size j;1 .
All together, the rst J iterations of the procedure just described yield The corresponding estimate for F is a bit more involved. The key is to determine how large each di erence (F j ) Q ; inf Q F j in (22) can be. Recall that J < (Q) J;1 . When j = J, then (F j ) Q ; inf Q F j C2 ;j , by (20), since Q is contained in some dyadic cube Q J;1 of size J;1 . 11 Next, when j J + 1 , then Q is a nite union of non-overlapping dyadic cubes Q j;1 of size j;1 . On each of these, the selection procedure guarantees that inf Qj;1 F j = 0 and that (F j ) Qj;1 C2 ;j . 12 is ful lled this corresponds to the condition P 1 j=1 2 ;j log( j;1 = j ) < 1 in the notation used here. Shi and Torchinsky took this analysis one step further in 15] and gave an elegant proof of a version of the John-Nirenberg inequality for BMO ' . Their iterative Calder on-Zygmund decomposition has much in common with that used in the proof of the dyadic version of the theorem above (Lemmas 1 and 2 taken together), with the exception that it disregards bounded remainder terms and focuses only on the size, not the sign, of the jumps arising in the stoppingtime argument. Precisely these two points, ne control over the remainders and a partitioning of the jumps by sign, are key features of the argument given above: the former explains why a Calder on-Zygmund decomposition has been applied to all cubes in each mesh fQ j 2 D(Q 0 ) :`(Q j ) = j g, rather than just to those having predecessors (\dyadic ancestors") that were selected within some coarser mesh, and the latter provides the basis for splitting the VMO function f into the VLO summands F and G.
The general setting
The proof of the theorem follows the argument in 6, pp. 361{64], except for certain technical modi cations which are introduced to re ect the improved oscillatory behavior of VMO functions over small scales. For completeness, the full proof is given here. Let S N denote the cube ;2 N 2 N n . An analogous estimate is also valid for fG N : N Mg.
For each M, the sequences fF N : N Mg and fG N : N Mg are consequently boundedinL 2 (S M ). By the lemma, the sequence fR N : N Mg is also uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on S M . It is therefore possible to choose a subsequence N k ! 1 , so thatF N k * F andG N k * G weakly in L 2 (S M ) and so that R N k ! R uniformly on S M . 14 A diagonal argument ensures (with the help of a further subsequence, if necessary) that this convergence holds simultaneously for all M. Since, by (31), f ; f S0 ;R N k =F N k ;G N k , then the sequence fF N k ;G N k g N k must also converge pointwise a.e. on S M to the di erence F ; G. 15 In the limit, (31) thus becomes the asserted decomposition f(x) ; f S0 = F(x) ; G(x) + R(x) (x 2 R n ): Note that by construction, R is bounded and uniformly continuous on all of R n .
To see that F 2 VLO(R n ), x an arbitrary cube Q in R n and choose M so large that Q S M . On this cube S M , the weak convergence described above implies that there is a sequence f' K g K2N of nite convex combinations of theF N k , i.e.,
that converges to F both in L 2 (S M ) and (taking a further subsequence, if necessary) pointwise a.e. 16 Now apply Fatou's lemma 17 to this new sequence f' K g K2N to 13 The estimate on F N carries over toF N , since they di er only by a constant. 14 The John-Nirenberg inequality has been invoked to move from uniform boundedness in L 1 to that in L 2 otherwise, weak compactness would have only guaranteed the existence of subsequences fF N k g and fG N k g converging to measures. 15 It is not claimed|separately|thatF N k (x) ! F(x) a n d G N k (x) ! G(x) for a.e. x. 
uniformly for all 2 S N . But the translated cube Q + serving as the region of integration is contained within a union of 2 n congruent d y adic subcubes of S N+1 , each h a ving edge-length less than twice that of Q (and hence not more than J ).
Applying (24) in x2 t o e a c h of these subcubes and summing up leads to the bound
